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1. Dealers who are already registered with Motor Vehicles and have 

current OKCars log in credentials will be able to access new features using 

their exisitng accounts. New dealers or dealers who have not previously 

created OKCars logins will need to create those accounts to access these 

features.  
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2. Once a dealer has registered with Motor vehicles they will receive a 

registration letter that will include their dealer number and a letter id that 

they will need to create an OKCars login. Only one registration letter will 

be sent per FEIN regardless of how many dealerships are listed under that 

FEIN.  
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3. Dealers who are already registered with Motor Vehicles and have 

current OKCars log in credentials will be able to access new features using 

their exisitng accounts. New dealers or dealers who have not previously 

created OKCars logins will need to create those accounts to access these 

features.  
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4. To get a replacement or new letter Dealers must enter their dealer 

number that has been assigned to them by the motor vehicles department.  

 

5. Once the dealer number and letter i d have been entered the dealer can 

then click on next to continue the OKCars account set up process.  
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6. At this point the dealer is now able to enter the master account 

information. This master account's access cannot be changed and should 

be created by an approved employee of the dealership. Once all 

information has been entered click on submit to complete the account 

creation process.  
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7. At this time you will have completed the OKCars Dealer account 

creation and will be given a confirmation number for your records. You 

can now click on OK and login into your OKCars dealership account.  

 

8. From the main OKCARS page click on the Dealer Login link.  
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9. Enter the email address and password associated with your OKCars 

Dealer account. Then click log in.  

 

10. As a dealer you will now have the ability to look up a vehicle to 

determine if a lien has already been placed or is currently associated with 

the vehicle. Click on the new vehicle lookup link to access this new feature.  
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11. You may be required to select the vehicle type; however, the system 

may default to a specific type based on your dealership type.  

 

12. You will then need to enter the VIN for the vehicle in question.  
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13. Review the statement that states you represent a legitimate business 

and are requesting this information to verify information provided by an 

individual. By clicking the box and electronically signing you are agreeing 

to that statement and that you understand that improper use of this 

database and/or the information stored in it may result in penalties 

including but not limited to revocation of access, administrative fines, 

and/or civil or criminal liabilities. 
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14. You will then be presented with specific information regarding the 

vehicle. 

 

End 
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